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We examine “job recovery” by county in Pennsylvania since the Great Recession by comparing percent changes in 

annualized job counts from a baseline of 2007.  This is an update of a similar analysis that we conducted over the 

window of 2007 to 2016 in September 2017.  Since then, two more full years of job data have become available 

which we examine here.  With national unemployment rate at 3.7%, and the recovery from the Great Recession 

seemingly complete, it seemed like a good time to revisit our initial findings.1 

This analysis uses data from the Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages, which relies on administrative 

records from state unemployment insurance programs to count jobs and wages at the state and county level.  

QCEW is said to cover 97% of jobs in the U.S., but excludes employment in a few industries and types 

organizations.   

Importantly, nonemployer jobs (i.e. sole proprietors, independent contractors, and other self-employment such as 

gig work) are not included in the data, but most full and part-time jobs that involve a paycheck are. 

Simple job counts are an admittedly crude way to assess the recovery or vitality of a local economy, and not the 

only way to do so.  Other important metrics include the unemployment rate, the labor force participation rate, the 

rate or number of “discouraged workers”, job turnover, real wage growth, working age population growth, 

industrial or occupational mix, hours worked/part-time job rates, and the number and growth in “good jobs” 

(variously defined).  

All of these measures matter.  However, it seems hard to argue with the idea that steady losses of jobs, or stagnant 

job numbers, are a bad thing for a county, while steady job growth is usually a good sign.  That job decline is a bad 

thing seems true whether the reason is due to “job destruction” or the shrinking of county population or 

workforce.  With this in mind, we were curious to see the extent to which Pennsylvania counties had “recovered” 

their annualized job counts since 2007.  All percent changes here are from that baseline, rather than from “year-to-

year”. 

Our first report noted that despite the ongoing recovery from the Great Recession, even as late as 2016, at least by 

the measure we used, many counties in the Commonwealth had yet to recover the level of jobs they had in 2007 by 

the end of 2016, although some were on their way.  With two more years of data in the bank, we found that while 

large parts of the state had not only recovered, but were seeing real and sustained job growth, many counties still 

seemed to be underwater, with a few (at least by this measure), still sinking.  This time around we also examined 

county trends in weekly average wages. 

Figures are presented by individual county, and by “regions” we defined for the analysis.  The commentary that 

follows is based on a series of maps and charts produced using Tableau visualization software.  These 

visualizations, along with the data that was used to produce them, are available here. 

  

 
1 Pennsylvania’s unemployment rate, as of July 2019, was similar at 3.7%. 

https://public.tableau.com/profile/greg.lagana#!/vizhome/JobRecoverybyPennsylvaniaCounty2007-2018UPDATED/JobRecoverybyPACounty2007-2018?publish=yes
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Regional Definitions 

To put trends in geographical context we first created eleven regions of counties.  To do so we borrowed labels 

from other official informal regional definitions, but took some liberties by adding or subtracting a county here or 

there.  Our reasoning for these tweaks was that, at least for the initial period examined, certain counties seemed to 

move or belong together.  This process was both an art and a science, and other defensible groupings are possible. 

While our narrative is organized around those regions, results are still shown at the county level, and the reader 

can construct their own definitions if desired. 

Figure 1. PA Counties by Region 

 

The Delaware Valley represents the five-county metropolitan region led by Philadelphia city/county’s urban core, 

and includes Delaware, Chester, Montgomery, and Bucks.  Nearby are the Lehigh Valley counties of Lehigh and 

Northampton, home of Allentown and Bethlehem PA.  We included both in a single region for this report. 

After Philadelphia, the next largest city in Pennsylvania is Pittsburgh, located in Allegheny County.  Official 

definitions of the Pittsburgh metropolitan region commonly include Westmoreland, Washington, Fayette, Beaver, 

Butler, and Armstrong Counties.  Cities and towns of note in this region include Pittsburgh, Penn Hills, Bethel Park, 

Aliquippa, Jeanette, Trafford, and Greensburg. More expansive definitions include Indiana, Greene, and Lawrence.  

For this analysis, we add Lawrence (home of New Castle) but separate out Washington and Greene into a sub-
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region we call the Southwest Corner.  The latter is anchored by Washington PA.  We also assign Indiana, along 

with Somerset and Cambria (home of Johnstown PA), to a sub-region we call West Allegheny. 

Next is the Great Lake region, anchored by Erie PA in Erie County, and including Mercer and Crawford counties. 

The Pennsylvania Wilds comprises the largest region in land area, and the most sparsely populated.  In fact most 

(97%+) of the land in these counties is classified as rural by the Census, and large portions of the populations live 

in very small towns or rural areas as opposed to urbanized areas (towns and small cities over 50K+).  The 

Allegheny National Forest and several state forests are located in this expanse. 

Our Northern Tier region includes five counties typically included together, plus Lycoming County, home of 

Williamsport PA. 

The Allegheny East region includes Bedford (Bedford PA), Blair (Altoona PA), and Centre (State College PA, the 

home of Penn State).  Following the mountains leads to the Susquehanna Valley region, to which we add 

Schuylkill County.  Towns of note here include Lewisburg, Bloomsburg, Sunbury, and Pottsville PA. 

The Northeast Poconos region is anchored by the relatively urbanized counties of Lackawanna and Luzerne.  The 

former is the home of Scranton PA, which is part of an urban area that includes Wilkes-Barre in the latter.  Next 

comes Monroe County, home of East Stroudsburg PA, and the relatively rural Wayne and Pike counties on the New 

York/New Jersey border. 

Finally, the Pennsylvania Dutch region includes by Dauphin County, home of the state capitol Harrisburg PA.  The 

region also contains the towns and small cities of Gettysburg, York, Chambersburg, Reading, Lebanon, and 

Lancaster PA. 

County population size and urbanization 

The distribution and composition of Pennsylvania’s population is much more complex than what James Carville’s 

famous quote implies, but it is true that the Pittsburgh and Philadelphia regions are the main population centers. 

Figure 2 below shows the relative population of each county by the last decennial census.  The largest bubble here 

is Philadelphia, at over 1.5M residents, followed by Pittsburgh’s Allegheny County at 1.2M.  Together these counties 

comprised 22% of the Commonwealth’s population of 12.7M in 2010.  The remaining bubbles are proportionately 

smaller, based on population size.  Color indicates the percentage of the county population that lives in a Census 

defined urbanized area (city, town, or congeries of towns) of 50,000 residents or more, with dark blue indicating a 

100% urbanized population, and dark green indicating that 100% of the population either live in smaller towns or 

rural areas.2   

By this government classification, all of the Delaware and Lehigh Valley regions are urbanized, along with large 

areas of the Pennsylvania Dutch region.  Most, but not as many of the residents in the Pittsburgh region live in 

urbanized areas as well.  Erie, Luzerne, and Lackawanna counties are also relatively urbanized.  For the rest of the 

counties, most residents either live rurally or in smaller towns. 

  

 
2 The official definition of an “urbanized area” is a settlement or group of closely linked settlements with at least 50,000 people and a population density or 500 
persons per square mile.  It is a loose fitting, imperfect label, and encompasses territories from urban cores to nearby (but linked) small cities and towns.  Note some 
of the blotches on this map are actually forests, not urbanized areas. 
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Figure 2. PA Counties by Population Size and Urbanization Rate, 2010 

 

 

The regions also come in different sizes.  The largest region by 2010 population was the Delaware and Lehigh 

Valleys, followed by the Pennsylvania Dutch and Pittsburgh regions.  The smallest “traditional region” is the 

Pennsylvania Wilds, followed by the three sub-regions of Allegheny West, the Northern Tier, and Southwest 

Corner.   
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Regional Recovery from Recession 

Figure 3 shows that the divergent regional trends we noticed in 2016 continued through 2018.  The trends in the 

chart show the percent difference in job counts from each region’s 2007 baseline; they illustrate rate of change vs. 

this baseline, as opposed to the absolute magnitude of job change.  A reference line for 2016 is shown to highlight 

the trends since this year. 

Figure 3. Regional Job Recovery from 2007 Baseline, Percentage Change 

 

All regions fell into the pit of the recession in 2009, but both the Northern Tier and Southwest Corner regions 

quickly recovered and surged thereafter, until faltering in 2016.  New data for 2017 to 2018 indicates that the 

Southwest Corner has grown jobs since, but that the Northern Tier has not, although its rate of decline eased.  Both 

regions were epicenters of the Marcellus Shale gas play, where unconventional drilling activity, the main driver of 

employment in this industry, peaked circa 2011-2012 and subsided until 2016.3  One difference between them is 

likely the difference in intensity of activity around wet gas in southwestern PA (including but not limited to the 

Southwest Corner counties) which can be “cracked” into ethylene by the soon to be built plant in Beaver county) 

and the dry gas in the northeast of the state, which may be fracked, but not cracked.   

The Delaware and Lehigh Valley region, led by Philadelphia and representing the largest number of jobs out of all 

regions, recovered slowly at first, but built momentum through 2016.  It leads all regions in growth, and its 

 
3 Production of gas in PA is at an all time high (see: “Natural Gas Production Report, Q2: April to June 2019, Independent Fiscal Office, Commonwealth of 

Pennsylvania, p5. Link: http://www.ifo.state.pa.us/getfile.cfm?file=/Resources/Documents/NGPR-2019Q2.pdf.   But production is not as labor intensive as drilling.  
Even drilling has become a more efficient process since the beginning of the shale boom, requiring less labor.  See: 
https://www.pennlive.com/news/2018/06/marcellus_natural_gas_producti.html and https://www.pabusinesscentral.com/articles/the-beast-is-back-baby/.  

https://www.pennlive.com/news/2018/06/marcellus_natural_gas_producti.html
https://www.pabusinesscentral.com/articles/the-beast-is-back-baby/
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momentum continued steadily through 2018.  Its trend was paralleled, if lagged, by the Pennsylvania Dutch region, 

which also saw relatively strong growth. 

Last time we reported that while Pittsburgh’s Allegheny County did recover by 2016, most of the region around it 

(as defined here) was not able to regain the number of jobs it had in 2007.  However, by 2018 the region as a whole 

(if not in all parts) had recovered, although not impressively, in that it only had 1% more of the jobs than it started 

with in 2007. 

The Allegheny East region did not fare as well, relatively speaking, than the Pittsburgh region, but looked to be on 

track to recover its baseline by 2016.  It managed to do so in 2017, and has stayed above water in 2018.   

Although still “underwater”, the Northeast Poconos appeared to be on the slow road to recovery in 2016.  

However, it had yet to reach the finish line by 2018, with momentum levelling off further that year.   

Last time we noted that the Great Lakes counties appeared to falter in 2016.  This region’s slide continued in 2017, 

although in 2018 it at least fell no further.  The Susquehanna region trailed the Great Lakes region for much the 

study period, but at least bumped up in 2016.  After inching upwards in 2017, it too leveled off in 2018.  

The Pennsylvania Wilds and Allegheny West regions never recovered and were still losing ground as of 2016.  The 

Wilds at least flattened out in 2017, and inched upwards in 2018, but the region as a whole has yet to make up the 

significant ground it lost since 2007.  Out of all the regions, the Allegheny West sub-region (Somerset, Indiana, 

Cambria) has fared the worst.  The most that can be said is that after 2016, the “slope” of its continued decline 

appeared to be less steep. 

Figure 4 shows the same figures in absolute, rather than relative percentage terms.  The numbers for each year 

indicate the number of jobs each region had in excess of 2007 levels.  For example, by 2018, the Delaware and 
Lehigh Valleys added 120,000+ jobs.   The Pennsylvania Dutch region added almost 36K jobs, and the Pittsburgh 

region (as defined here) added 10.6K jobs. Since the other regions started with much smaller “bases”, their gains 

and losses are harder to distinguish in this chart. 
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Figure 4. Regional Job Recovery from 2007 Baseline, Absolute Change 

 

Paths Into or Away from Recovery for Larger Counties 

Now let’s look at results by county.  Here again we group counties according to two factors: whether they appeared 

to be “significantly impacted” by the recession, and whether they recovered.  We define “significant impact” as a 

5% or more decline from baseline jobs for the years immediately after the recession.  This is an arbitrary threshold 

but a reasonable indicator of economic disruption.  Recovery is defined as regaining the number of jobs a county 

had in 2007.  We limit our analysis to larger counties.  We present the results here with minimal comments. 
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Figure 5. Fallen and Struggling to Get Up 

 

Figure 5 shows large counties that were significantly impacted by the recession or post recession years that have 

struggled to recover 2007 level jobs.  Since this group was originally characterized through 2016, Montgomery and 

Bucks counties did recover, and Adams County appears to be close to doing so. Lackawanna (home of Scranton), 

while not as significantly impacted, has yet to do so. Meanwhile Erie, Mercer, and Crawford county job counts 

appear to have faltered. Five counties remain significantly impacted (5% below 2007 job levels), although as of 

2018 three of these were headed in a better direction. 
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Figure 6. Job Losses Came Later 

 

Figure 6 shows large counties that initially escaped significant impact from the recession, only to run into trouble 

further down the road. As of 2016, none had recovered 2007 job levels although Monroe County was on track to. 

As of 2018 it was the only county of this group to escape the "significant impact threshold" of -5%, but had yet to 

recover the number of jobs it had in 2007. Beaver, Somerset, and Armstrong county remained significantly 
impacted through 2018, although all three saw gains that year, particularly Beaver.  Beaver’s upswing is likely due 

in part to the major Shell ethane cracker plant project in Monaca PA.  Indiana, Cambria, and Venango continued to 

decline through 2018. Fayette remained significantly impacted as of 2018, and while it ticked up that year, its 

traction appeared weak. The scale here is extended beyond 12% here to accommodate Cambria and Venango. 
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Figure 7. Moderately Impacted, But Not Yet Recovered 

 

 

Figure 7 shows counties that escaped "significant impact" but had yet to recover as of 2016. As of 2018, only 

Dauphin County recovered the number of jobs it started with in 2007. Blair, Columbia, and Westmoreland 

remained under water, with only Westmoreland drifting towards recovery.  
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Figure 8. (Large) Counties that Escaped or Recovered 

 

 

These remaining large counties escaped the worst of it.  Our first report noted that Lycoming was the only county 

of this group that fell under water as of 2016, and it has stayed so through 2018. Otherwise, as of 2018, most of 

these counties appeared to be on a positive trajectory. Two exceptions include Bradford and Centre counties, 

which drifted downwards in 2018, at least for the moment. Northampton, Washington, Philadelphia, Lehigh and 

Butler counties led the charge here, each seeing increases of 8% or more over 2007 job levels. Allegheny County is 

also in this group, and stood at a modest 2.5% of 2007 job levels as of 2018.  Butler’s growth was likely buoyed 

from the relocation of Westinghouse’s corporate offices from one part of the Pittsburgh region (Cranberry TWP in 

Allegheny County) to another. 
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Jobs and Recovery Rates by County and Region. 

The next two tables show actual job counts, shaded by baseline recovery, for larger and smaller counties.  These 

are followed by a third table that breaks down results by county and region, together. 
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Table 1. Large County Job Counts and Recovery Rates 
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Table 2. Smaller County Job Counts and Recovery Rates 

 

 

Note: no data was available for Sullivan County in 2010, and the zero figure for this cell may be ignored. 
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Table 3. All Counties by Region 
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Mapping County Recovery from the Recession 

So what does this all look like on a map? Our previous report mapped county recovery rates for all years from 

2008-2016.  Here we limit recovery maps to the years 2016 and 2018.  The reader may “click through” the maps 

for all years via our updated viz file on Tableau Public here. 

The maps below display Pennsylvania by county  and show the percent change in annualized job counts against a 

2007 baseline.  This is shown in green for counties that exceeded the baseline, and red for those that fell below it.  

Yellow indicates zero or very little difference from baseline.  The data here is job based, not person based, and 

locates jobs by workplace, not residence of worker.4 

Figure 9. County Recovery as of 2016 

 

 

First, let’s recap the map we ended with last time: 2016. All figures here are rounded.  The biggest takeaway from 

the map is the significant “wound” the Great Recession wreaked on the west of the state, vs. how “green and 

yellow” the east of the state appeared.   

After surging in previous years, by 2016 employment in the Northern Tier fell away, such that every county save 

Bradford (which also fell) was effectively back to where they started in 2007.  In the Southwest Corner, 

Washington and Greene counties also declined from 2015 levels, although they both remained well above the 

waterline.  Both trends were surely Marcellus Shale related, but employment in the coal-mining sector also dipped 

at this time.  By 2007, Allegheny County had finally achieved a 1% increase over its 2007 baseline, but Lawrence, 

Beaver, Armstrong, and Fayette all declined significantly (from 2015), and remained underwater.  Butler remained 

 
4 Job losses in a county will impact in-commuters from other counties.  We do not attempt to estimate or measure such effects here. 

 

https://public.tableau.com/profile/greg.lagana#!/vizhome/JobRecoverybyPennsylvaniaCounty2007-2018UPDATED/JobRecoverybyPACounty2007-2018?publish=yes
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the sole strong point, but again its growth was likely buoyed from the Westinghouse relocation.  By 2016 the 

Allegheny West region was in trouble across the board, with Cambria, Somerset, and now Indiana all in deep red 

territory together.  The Great Lakes region was orange rather than red, but all three counties had ticked down by a 

percentage point or more from the previous year. 

In 2016, seven counties in the Pennsylvania Wilds slipped vs. the previous year, led by significant drops for 

Venango and McKean.  Only Elk, Potter, Forest, and Clinton avoided further losses.  Everything in the region 

remained underwater however. 

The east of the state did better.  Crossing over to Philadelphia, the economies of the Delaware and Lehigh Valley 

were now in full swing by 2016, with Montgomery and Bucks also nearing recovery.  Not every county in the 

Pennsylvania Dutch region had actually recovered by 2016, but all were moving in the right direction, with 

Cumberland leading the way.  Cumberland likely benefitted from the addition of several Amazon fulfillment 

centers during the study period, along with residential growth spreading from Harrisburg.  By 2016, even Adams 

County, which had lagged other counties in the region, seemed on the verge of recovery. 

By 2016 the Allegheny East region was a mixed bag, with Bedford and Blair counties changing little from the 

previous year, and only Centre County staying above water.  The Susquehanna region was in the same boat, with 

Union and Montour counties moving on from recovery, but others still lagging.  In the Northeast Poconos, only 

Carbon County appeared to have fully recovered by 2016, although Luzerne County was close.  Lackawanna, an 

important job center for the region, still had less than 4% (rounded) of the jobs that it started with in 2007. 
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Flashing forward to 2018, the good news is that much of the board has gone from orange or yellow to green.  The 

bad news is that this effect appears to have been limited to counties in the east of the state, not the west.  In fact the 

only county west of Blair that “transitioned to green” by 2018 was Allegheny.    Rounded to the nearest percentage 

point, the “wound” still looks painful, most red counties in the west were unchanged or slightly worse than they 

were in 2016, at least in terms of job count.  Beaver and Lawrence counties were exceptions.  As already noted, 

Westmoreland, although not fully recovered, also saw a slight gain over 2016, while Erie, Crawford, and Mercer in 

the Great Lake region slipped.  That said, both Butler and Washington counties, which had recovered by 2016 both 

continued to grow through 2018. 

Figure 10. County Recovery as of 2018 
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Discussion 

What to make of the 2018 map?  Does it mean that red counties are, at this point, truly worse off than they were in 

2007?  The answer is complicated: it depends, and the devil is in the details.  Answering the question definitively is 

beyond the scope of this report, but we can shed some more light on it. 

On the one hand, the fact is that the unemployment rate has drifted down for the state and (generally) across the 

board for all counties since about 2010, as estimated by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.  Based on this measure at 

least, all counties appear better off.  But how can this be true for counties with “less jobs”, at least according to our 

measure?   

One reason is that not every county job is actually held by a county resident in the first place.  Residents can hold 

jobs inside or outside of the county where they live.  

Consider a county that loses a significant number of salaried jobs due to a plant closure.   

The loss of any jobs held by in-commuting workers would register as a decline in county jobs, but would not affect 

the county unemployment rate, as in-commuters do not live there. 

Some residents that used to work at the plant might find work elsewhere in the county.  If the plant was the best 

opportunity in town, however, chances are that the new job they land will not be as good.  Such a circumstance 

would leave them worse off, but would not impact the county’s unemployment rate.  Further, assuming they earn 

less, they would have less to spend back into the economy, which, at least at the margin, would reduce earnings for 

local businesses.  

Other residents might choose to commute to employment opportunities elsewhere, or transition to self-

employment (which is not covered by our dataset).  Depending on the pay, benefits, and cost to commute, among 

other factors, such transitions might leave residents better or worse off – but again, would not actually impact the 

unemployment rate (once completed).   

Lastly, in the wake of a closure, other residents might simply move out of the county or even the state to take 

advantage of better opportunities, taking them out of both the numerator and the denominator of the 

unemployment rate, again leaving it unchanged. 

In fact, even in lieu of plant closures, residents might still choose to commute or move to where better job 

opportunities are growing.  Regional analysts describe this as a “backwash effect” of regional economic growth, 

such that when certain job centers grow (usually but not always urban/suburban job centers), the relative 

superiority of opportunities that result may draw in workers from other areas.  In such cases, local jobs are not 

“destroyed” by local closures or cutbacks, but by workers leaving for new opportunities in areas where they are 

hard to replace.  In such a case, local jobs would be destroyed, but the unemployment rate would again be 

unchanged.  As the economy strengthened, such job centers might draw more and more residents into employment 

elsewhere, reducing the unemployment rate, but not necessarily, or at least immediately, adding jobs locally. 

With all this said, whenever a county loses a significant number of local jobs, particularly good jobs, it is certainly 

worse off in some ways than it was before.  To the extent that the lost jobs were at base industries for the county, 

significant indirect effects, including losses in other sectors, could be expected to follow.  To the extent that lost 

jobs were held by in-commuters, the county stands to lose the in-county spending they once brought with them.  

To the extent the jobs were held by residents, some may now have to commute to work outside the county, with 

longer commutes for (hopefully) comparable pay.  To the extent county’s lose population, either due to out-

migration or natural decrease, the non-base sector of its economy will weaken further. 

Finally, there are a number of limited circumstances in which a reduction of jobs, using our measure, could be a 

good thing, on balance.  If for example, net jobs fell due to larger amount of low paying jobs being replaced by a 

somewhat smaller number of better jobs, large numbers of workers/residents might be better off, even if some 
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lose employment, depending on the circumstances and the magnitude of the difference.  Also, if workers in a 

county substitute decently paying full-time work with benefits for multiple part-time jobs with poor wages and no 

benefits, the job count would fall, but workers would be better off.  However, as we are nine years into the 

recovery, this circumstance likely only accounts for a small proportion of county job reductions at this point. 

Examining the Wound 

So why is the wound still around?  To some extent, the declines in each county in the wound may be specific to 

certain industries or firms that are surely independent of each other.  But one possible common factor across these 

counties is bituminous coal.  Some, but not all of the red counties here had pretty significant numbers of coal jobs.  

In absolute terms the numbers per county appear to be under 1,000 in most cases, but as these are relatively good 

paying jobs, and because coal operations generate local spending (through business spending on goods and 

services, as well as local “respend” by employees) cut backs and closures can have ripple effects on host and 

adjacent county economies.  Disclosure rules from the BLS prevent us from getting a bead on how coal mining 

employment fared year for year across each county for the study period.  However, if one steps back and looks at 

state employment, recognizing that not all activity takes place in the west of the state, the trend is pretty clear.  

Coal employment fell after 2012, and has yet to recover (2016 employment was not disclosable for this set).  

Figure 11. State Coal Mining Jobs 

 

As might be expected, some of these counties also have industries that are upstream or downstream from coal 

mining.  For example, one of the top private employers in Venango County is Joy Global Underground Mining Inc., 

which produces coal mining machinery.  In 2016 Joy closed down one of two plants it operated in the county, 
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resulting in a reported reduction of 150 jobs.5   At the time, a spokesperson cited “struggling customer base” and 

“weak industry demand.”   

Clarion and Armstrong 

Consider the case of Clarion and Armstrong counties.   

Per the map, Clarion remains 10% (rounded) below its 2007 job count as of 2018.  As of May 2019, the state 

Department of Labor and Industry reported that Clarion had an unemployment rate of 4.1%, compared to 3.8%, 

the state rate at the time.6  Meanwhile, whereas in previous research, we found that although Clarion County’s 

workforce was 59% “self-contained” in 2002, by 2007 this number had drifted down to 51%, and after hitting a 

nadir of 39% in 2012, by 2015 it sat at 46%.7  This suggests that some residents might have responded to local job 

destruction by out-commuting.  A key event for Clarion County was the closure of a glass container plant around 

2010, resulting in a reported direct job loss of 420.8  Its unemployment rate had surged to nearly 11% after the 

closure, and remained substantially above the state rate until 2013. 

Then there’s Armstrong County, which is adjacent to Clarion.  It too had lost 10% of its jobs by 2018.  According to 

the state, its unemployment rate was 4.6%, which, although relatively high, still represented a significant 

improvement, in that unemployment had surged in the county after 2015.9  Here major events include the closure 

of an Allegheny Technologies steel plant in 2016, and the closure of a coal-fired power plant owned by First Energy 

in 2012, and a major downsizing event at Creekside Mushrooms, a large agricultural operation, in 2009, with over 

1,000 reported jobs (combined) lost.10  The county is also home of the Rosebud Mining Company in Kittaning PA, 

but due to data disclosure limitations, we were unable to gauge how coal mining employment fared in Armstrong 

over the study period.   

One More Thing: Wages 

What about wages? Wages give us a second variable to consider in gauging county economic progress.  Wages will 

vary naturally by county based on the industrial base in place and (in theory) the relative contribution that labor 

provides to the production process within each local industry.  Average state and county wage rates tend to 
increase steadily for a number of reasons, including but not limited to inflation and contractual escalations.  In the 

presence of a booming economy, a tight labor market, and in the industries where they may apply, the presence of 

aggressive collective bargaining or increases in productive efficiency, wage rates can be expected to rise more 

dramatically.  In the absence of these things, the average wage for an economy will rise more leisurely.  Of course, 

apart from the factors, wages can also ratchet up at the whim of corporations, as they did when Amazon raised the 

minimum wage of all of its employees to $15 an hour.  11 

Figure 12 plots increases (or decreases) in total job counts from 2007 to 2018 to increases or decreases in average 

weekly wages reported by county for the jobs in the county at the time, over the same period. Not all points are 

labeled for space.  The measure used here is average weekly wages, which is a combination of wage rate by hours 

worked.  Thus increases might be due to either increased wage rates or increased work hours (for part-time work, 

or overtime work) or both. 

 

 
5 The firm was recently bought out by Komatsu Inc.  Source - http://explorevenango.com/komatsu-completes-3-7-billion-joy-global-acquisition-expands-mining-
business/  
6 https://www.workstats.dli.pa.gov/Documents/County%20Profiles/Clarion%20County.pdf  
7 https://public.tableau.com/profile/greg.lagana#!/vizhome/SELF-CONTAINEDINDEX_0/Self-ContainmentbyJobsandWorkforcebyPennsylvaniaCountyandYear 
8 https://www.post-gazette.com/business/businessnews/2010/06/13/For-Clarion-plant-s-closing-an-economic-emotional-loss/stories/201006130211 
9 https://www.workstats.dli.pa.gov/Documents/County%20Profiles/Armstrong%20County.pdf 
10 Source: dataset of reported plant closures for the Pittsburgh region maintained by the Allegheny Conference. 
11 https://www.cnbc.com/2018/10/02/amazon-raises-minimum-wage-to-15-for-all-us-employees.html.  

http://explorevenango.com/komatsu-completes-3-7-billion-joy-global-acquisition-expands-mining-business/
http://explorevenango.com/komatsu-completes-3-7-billion-joy-global-acquisition-expands-mining-business/
https://www.workstats.dli.pa.gov/Documents/County%20Profiles/Clarion%20County.pdf
https://public.tableau.com/profile/greg.lagana#!/vizhome/SELF-CONTAINEDINDEX_0/Self-ContainmentbyJobsandWorkforcebyPennsylvaniaCountyandYear
https://www.workstats.dli.pa.gov/Documents/County%20Profiles/Armstrong%20County.pdf
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/10/02/amazon-raises-minimum-wage-to-15-for-all-us-employees.html
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Figure 12. Rate of Change in Jobs vs. Weekly Wages by County and Region 

 

All counties saw increases in average weekly wages, which is to be expected over a long period of time where a 

recovery is underway.  Clarion and Armstrong counties can be found in the least desirable quadrant, those counties 

that not only lost jobs during this period, but also exhibited lagging wage growth, at least for the jobs they had left.  

Some of the larger counties in this basket include Erie, Venango, Lawrence, Indiana, Cambria, Lackawanna, and 

Monroe. 

Larger counties that remained underwater but saw higher rates of apparent wage growth included Somerset, 

Beaver, and Fayette counties.  Ideally this could be due to actual wage growth in remaining jobs from 2007 to 2018, 

or the replacement of lower paying jobs with fewer but better paying jobs.   Another possibility however, is that 

lower paying jobs were shed by these counties during the recession, leaving a core of higher paying jobs that are 

alone responsible for the higher average rate. 

At least by this window, Washington county was the clear winner of the favorable quadrant, where counties 

experienced both job growth and higher wage increases.  Centre is also in this quadrant, as is Butler, although it is 

not labeled.   

The rest of the larger counties are in the “job growth but slower wage growth” quadrant, and this includes 

Allegheny and Philadelphia, and virtually every Pennsylvania Dutch region county.  While larger urbanized 

counties such as Chester, Montgomery, Allegheny, Delaware and Lehigh appeared to lag in wage growth, it is worth 
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noting that they were already near the top of the heap, as shown in Error! Not a valid bookmark self-reference. 

below.  Wage growth is not as easily moved in either direction for large, more diversified county economies as it 

might be for smaller counties with less diverse industrial bases. Based on the table Clairton and Armstrong 

counties appear to have fallen in rank (by weekly wage) from 53rd and 34th place, respectively, in 2007, to 64th and 

47th place in 2018. 
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Table 4. Average Weekly Wage by County, 2007-2018
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About the Center for Economic Development 

The Center for Economic Development is affiliated with the Heinz College of Information Systems and Public Policy 

at Carnegie Mellon University.  Established in 1968 and renamed in 1992 in honor of the late U.S. Senator from 

Pennsylvania, Heinz College improves the ability of the public, private and nonprofit sectors to address important 

problems and issues facing society.   

The College is home to two internationally recognized graduate-level institutions at Carnegie Mellon University: 

the School of Information Systems and Management and the School of Public Policy and Management. This unique 

colocation combined with its expertise in analytics set Heinz College apart in the areas of cybersecurity, health 

care, the future of work, smart cities, and arts & entertainment. 

About AESOP 

The Annual Economic and Social Observatory of Pennsylvania was conceived in recognition of the fact that the 

CED’s research could and should extend beyond the Allegheny County line. AESOP explores the local economic 

experience of the Commonwealth systematically by producing analysis and visualizations of economic and social 

indicators, patterns, and trends on a county basis for all of Pennsylvania, including how county economies grew or 

grew apart. It is our hope that AESOP will shed more and more even light on local economic outcomes; and 

increase our understanding of the relationship between those outcomes and recent political winds. Finally, we 

hope AESOP will also provide a natural platform for assessing how the Commonwealth’s counties fare moving 

forward. 

To find out more about AESOP contact Greg Lagana at glagana@andrew.cmu.edu. 
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